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Opposers of the
contrect
between
Teco Bell end BSU
met to diSCUSS
how to remed~ en
action that the~
fael undarnmad
the
campus umca.
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5WANBECK

Students, faculty, alumni
just say "no" to Taco Bell
ate professor Robert McCarl and
associate professor of sociology
Martin Orr, as well as student acOn Saturday Sept. 25, in the \ tivists from groups like the Idaho
Jordan Ballroom, students, fac- Progressive Student Alliance,ulty, and alumni opposed to the
the, Campus Greens, and the
Pavilion naming-rights contract
Orgarilzaclon
de
Estudiates
between BSU and a Taco Bell Latino-Americanos.
franchisee met to plan a stratAccording to IPSA member
egy of active resistance. BSU an- Arielle Anderson, the Taco Bell
nounced the sale of the Pavilion
StrategyWorkshopwasanoppornaming-rights to a local Taco Bell tunity for students, faculty, and
franchisee June 17.
citizens to get together to discuss
The group of just over a dozen
a "strategy to break the contract
included anthropology associbetween Taco Bell and BSU."
GREGORY

RUTTY

News Writer

The workshop began at 10 a.m.
with an open discussion about
the group's contentions with the
contract.
According to ISPA's
state-wide coordinator Lea Sweat,
BSU's administrative
decision
to sign a contract with Taco Bell
without adequately consulting
the campus community sends
the message that student and faculty opinion does not matter to
the Administration.
"This unilateral move squashed
the student voice," said Sweat.
"We're supposed to be the progressive center of the state, but
If we don't have a voice, what are
we?"
McCarl says the Administration
not only made a unilateral decision, but one that does not benefit BSU. "There is no redeeming

social value in this relationship,"
said McCarl, "it's just a crass
'Wow, did we pull one over on
BSm'"
Anderson echoes McCarl's sentiments by alleging the contract
provides only $6,OOO-a-year for
scholarships, and that tpe majority of money BSU received is
In the form of "in-kind contributions." "In-kind contributions"
are not cash, but rather, contribu- tions Taco Bell makes to projects
like redoing the arena's floor or
marketing and advertising, says
Anderson.
Not only is the contract not financially beneficial to BSU, says
McCarl, It is not beneficial to the'
university's image, McCarl says
that if BSUwants to be taken seriously as a metropolitan research

a long journey in getting justice
institution, it is essential to make
the ethical decision not to al- in this state for migrant workers
low Taco Bell on campus. The and the Latino community."
After defining their contenUniversity of Notre Dame is the
latest university to terminate Its tions with the contract, coalicontract with Taco Bellin light of tion members held a closed-door
strategy session. The coalition
allegations of unfair labor practices, McCarl alleges that Taco plans to focus on education for
Bell's parent corporation, Yum! the time being.
"I think that the main strategy
Brands Inc., continues to have labor practices that essentially In- is raising awareness on campus
denture the migrant farm work- and in the community about how
this contract with Taco Bell vioers In Florida who -work in the
lates the principles of democracy
tomato-picking and citrus indusand the mission of the universitries.
President of the Snake River ty," Maxand said.
According to Sweat, the next
AllIanceandBSU alumnus Jeremy
strategy meeting will be held Oct.
Maxand says that the Pavilion
10. Sweat said anyone interested
naming-rights contract is a step
in joining the coalition should,
backward for BSU. Maxand said
send an e-mail to the IPSA at
breaking the contract between
BSU and Taco Bell "is one step in ipsa-pres-bsurs'hotrnail.corn.

Wanderlust get Blue Cross donates nursing scholarship
ne compass
I

BY CASSIE

GUTIERREZ

News Writer

Degree Progress
Report available
tomorrow
GREGORY

RUTTY

The Arbiter

The first few years of college
can feel like an abyss. Students
wander through the murk of bureaucracy and academia, watching as their money disappears to
tuition and books, and their time
disappears studying. Especially
for students who haven't yet decided their major, these first years
can feel like a complete waste of
time.
Beginning Friday, the wander, lust will have access to an online compass that will help guide
them along their way to a BSU
degree.
The Degree Pregress Report,
available
O,.ct. -I
through
Broncoweb, is the final product
of a three-year project by the
Registrar's office to help undergraduate students monitor their
academic progress and decipher
graduation requirements.
_ "[It is] a requirement check-

PHcrm BY fM.ILY DP;

AIUIITER

Stertlng
In October, students
Will
be eble to check the stetus of their
degree[s] on Bronco Web.

cally filled out according to the
student's transcript, said Ebner.
The report allows students to see
which classes they have completed toward their major and which
ciasses they must still take.
Students will also be able to
use a feature called "What if?"
that allows them to see how their
credits would apply to adifferent
major, The "What If?" feature will
alse work for individual classes so
students can see if a class applies
to their major.
While the report may seem to
make academic advising by faculty a redundancy, Ebner said
that he hopes It will in fact enhance the process, '" ..,
ing "and degree planning tool>
''we hopethlsfechnoiogywill
designed
for undergraduate
enhance the relationship. of. ad- .
students and. advisors," said
vising," said Ebner, "This will free
Registrar Tim Ebner ..
advisers to talk more personally
The report is essentially an onwith students Instead. of ..being
line version of a graduation evalsee'Osgrse (pege3]
uation Checklist that Is automati-

"We recognize
the Important
role nurses play
the delrueru
of quality
health care."

The Blue Cross of Idaho
Foundation for Health donated
$7,500 to Boise State University.
on Sept. 16. The money goes towards an endowed nursing scholIn
arship, formally known as the
Blue Cross of Idaho Foundation
for Health Nursing Scholarship.
The Boise Industrial Foundation
fund will match $2,500 to help
- Ger~ Over, ulce chelrmen
of the Blue Cross of Ideho
create this scholarship,
FoundetlOn for Heelth
"I think It's a fantastic opportunity for the students who are
enrolled in the department of - of quality health care and are
nursing," said Jennifer Nell. de- pleased to support BSU's outvelopment director for the BSU .standing program by creating
Foundation, College 'bf Health
this endowed scholarship for
Sciences.
nursing students," Dyer said.
Gary Dyer, vice chairman ofthe
"Supporting the BSU Nursing
Blue Cross ofIdaho Foundation
Department is a perfect match in
for Health, helped make this
terms of meeting that mission,"
donation possible, According 10
According to Dyer. since, the
Neil, Dyer saw that there was a Foundation's inception in 2001.
need for nursing scholarships beIt has been involved In programs
cause of his position as the chair _that positively Impact the health
of Boise State Friends of Nursing.
and wellness of Idaho residents.
The money was raised by the emAccordirig to Tod McKay, the
ployees of the Poundatlon and public relations manager of Blue
then donated to BSU as a nursing
Cross ofldaho, the board saw that
scholarship,
by giving the scholarship to !iSU's
The Blue Cross of Idaho not NursingProgram.notonlywould
only promotes health and well- it help Boise State, but The Blue
ness, but embraces It as their
Cross ofIdaho Foundation would
mission, This is one of the reaalso be succeeding their mission
sons the scholarship was given to In. pro~otlng lind. encouraging
-the nursing progr~
-.----.~- .. - . health. ahd- wellness --in-·the-State--.
"We recognizethe important
ofIdaho."We made the donation
role nurses.play in the delivery
along-lastIngsCholarship.wlUch
The nursmgclepertmenlecl:eplBs87,SDD
donetton from BIU!:~i-oss of Illeho. ,The.oney
mill be eEardlidelnurslng
schoI8!'lhljnl. '.
. _rtlUClllIlWANllll:lllimMmia'

will be yearly endowed," McKay
said. "We, as a company also support Boise State athletics, not just
their Nursing Program. We support Boise State as a whole."
James Girvan, dean of the
College of Health Sciences at
Boise State, is grateful as well.

"We are indebted to the Blue
Cross of Idaho Foundation for
their generous support for students. This gift, in the form of an
endowed scholarship, will continue to realize a benefit to the
community both now and into
the future," Girvan said.
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G~rld
Powell says Iraq .'
worsening, but elections
will be held in ,JaIlUaTy
WASHINGTON-Secretary of State
Colin Powell acknowledged Sunday
that the situation in Iraq is "get~ng
worse," but both
'
.
he and Gen. John
Abizaid,
who
commands
the
war effort, emphasized
their
confidence that
Iraq will hold
elections
in
January despite tDltn PDw.1I - KRT
increasing violence.
The two men said that insurgents are
trying to disrupt the election process
and that both Washington and the interim government in Baghdad are' determined to attack and regain control
over more of the country. Abizaid conceded, however, that some sections of
Iraq may not be orderly enough to permit voting by January.
Under questioning, Powell acknowledged that "yes, it's getting worse. And
the reason it's getting worse is that they
(the insurgents) are determined to disrupt the election. They do not want the
Iraqi people to vote for their own leaders in a free, democratic election."
Powell stressed that means the
United States must buckle down.
"Because it's getting worse, we will
have to increase our efforts to defeat
it, not walk away and pray and hope for
something else to happen," he said on
ABCNews' "This Week."

Japanese PM reshuffles
cabinet
TOKYO--Japanese Prime Minister
Iunichiro Koizumi reshuffled his cabinet Monday, replacing several top
ministers in an effort to boost his popularity, consolidate political, support
and quicken the pace of reforms in the
world's second largest economy.
Top analysts, however, were immediately skeptical that Koizumi's reshuffling would yield one of its highest
priorities -- improving his image with

~tlonal
:thep,Ublic. The once-widely popular
prIme minister has reached record
lows in his approval ratings as he has
forged ahead with unpopular efforts to
overhaul Japan's near-bankrupt pension system and continued to support
the presence of Japanese non-combat
troops in Iraq.
. None of Koizumi's new cabinet picks
--,which Include new heads ofthe foreign, justice and defense ministries '- heralded a change in direction from
those policies, analysts say.
, 'CDurleay Dr Iha LR Timea

Race reflects China's
. quest for luxury
SHANGHAI,China-If any doubts remained that China has turned its back
on socialist equality for the masses,
they faded in exhaust fumes as Rubens
Barrichello's flaming red Ferrari Fl
shrieked past the checkered flag before
thousands of fans at the first Chinese
Grand Prix held Sept. 26.
The Formula One raca-high-risk
capitalists fielding half-million-dollar
cars that whined around a $350 million circuit for spectators who paid as
much as $400 a ticker-represented the
antithesis of the ascetic communism
that China once enforced at home and
advocated abroad. Now, after more
than two decades of economic reform
and booming growth, wealthy Chinese
are refining and indulging a taste for
luxury, conspicuous consumption and
status.
"I think Beijing and Shanghai should
concentrate on things like this," said
spectator Jacky Zhang, 40. "It means
we have enough money to play the
game."
Formula One is not the only measure
of changing times. Rich Chinese whose
parents were taught that ostentation
is a political crime wear Ferragamo
pantsuits and Gucci sunglasses to dine
at Jean-Georges, a few floors up from
the Armani store at Three on the Bund,
one of Shanghai's most fashionable addresses. A weekend dinner for two at
the packed T-8, a trendy spot around
the corner from the little brick building where the Chinese Communist
Party held Its first national congress in
1921,can go for as much as $260.
Courla.y
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said Bill Hargrove, executive director
of information resources.
Two days after officials announced the restrictions, the school
in Richardson's silicon corridor was
forced to back off on its demand.
. PHILADELPHIA -More than .65 . The issue arose earlier this month,
years ago in a south New Jersey labora- . when
UT-Dallas'
Information
tory, a DuPont Co. chemist accidentalResources Department posted a letly invented a waxy, white powder that
ter on the doors of every room in the
would become one of the mainstays of ' Waterview Park Apartments,
the
the modern kitchen: Teflon.
school's on-campus' residence. The
Today, this nonstick marvel is getting
letter addressed the issue of personal
attention far beyond the stovetop.
wireless networks, which are apparA chemical used to make it, perently interfering with the university's
fluorooctanolc acid (PFOA) has been
official wireless network.
turning up in people and animals
For more than a year, UT-Dallas
worldwide: river otters fn Oregon, pohas provided wireless Internet access
lar bears in the Canadian Arctlc, and
throughout its campus, including stuin the blood of 96 percent of children
dent residences. But many students
tested in 23 states.
opted to bypass the network and pay
Scientists are not sure how the
for servi~ew.ith local providers. Instead
chemical is getting into people not
of each 1"D£!J.lmate
paying for his or her
from using Teflon pans, they say and
own connection, many rooms have inthey don't know whether it poses any
stalled private wireless networks, dedanger at current levels.
scribed in the letter as "rogue" access
But the hardy substance does not
points, which allow them to share the
break down in the environment. And
costs.
it has been linked to liver and develop"The problem with these networks,"
mental problems in lab rats, prompting
Hargrove said, "is they interfere with
an unusually broad review by the U.S.
use of the university's wireless netEnvironmental Protection Agency.
work, at times keeping those trying
PFOA is just one of dozens of synto use the official network from 'even
thetic intruders found in the human
signing on."
body inrecentyears, thanks to increasingly sophisticated equipment that Illlows scientists to measure the slightest
traces of chemicals.

~cal/bSU

Controversy over
wireless networks at
college stirs emotions
FORT WORTH, Texas-It's
ok to
make college students do more homework, write longer papers or even pay
higher tuition.
But mess with their Internet access
and you'll get some high-tech turmoil.
Through the power of blogs, or online journals, news that officials at
the University of Texas at Dallas were
trying to restrict students from using
personal wireless networks grew from
a local dispute to a national online debate on student rights.
"It turned Into a much bigger Issue
than I had anticipated it would have,"

Tickets: Boise State Students receive
one free ticket with valid student ID
card at the Information Desk. All others call 426-4737

Faculty Artist SeriesCraig Purdy,violin
'Details: Craig Purdy, violin, with
special guests Peggy Purdy, Mllada
and Dennis Keck, performing Dvorak's
violin "Sonata in F Major," Ewazen's
"Trio for Trumpet, Violin and Piano,"
Moszkowski's "Suite for Two Violins _
and Piano."
Performance takes place Oct. 3
at 7:30 p.m, in the Morrison Center
Recital Hall.

~at
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Can we keep this just
between us?
, A man in Sussex, England, won more
than $475,000 playing poker at an
Internet casino, but said he Isn't telling his wife because they are going
through a divorce and he doesn't want
her to get any ofthe money.
He said this in an Interview with The
-Sun, Britain's largest newspaper in circulation.

Faculty Artist SeriesJeanne Belfy, oboe -

I'll show you! Ka-boom!

Details: Performing with Francesca
Arnone, flute, Linda Kline Lamar, viola,
Jerry Jensen, piano and Michael Boney,
harpsichord. Musical selections by R.
Guiot, C. Ph. E. Bach, M. Ravel and G.
Holst at the
Morrison Center Recital Hall, Oct. I,
7:30p.m.

While involved in a heated argument with his girlfriend on a street in
Jacksonville, Fla., a man jumped Into
his car to get a very large, industrialgrade firecracker to throw at her.
But the l8-inch fuse burned down
more quickly than he thought it would,
and the device exploded in his lap
burning his groin area.

Bronco Football vs SMU
(Homecoming)
Details: Location: Bronco Stadium
Time: 6:05 p.m. Oct. 1

World/NellOnal/Whel
Iha? Siorla.
courla9~
Dr
KAT Cempua Wire Serulcea unlasa olherwlae
nutud.
Local/DSU atnrtas are courle.y
or Ihe BOlae Siele
Web '11e el Www.bolSeslele,edu.
RII.lorle.
compiled
b~ tarotpn Michaud.
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'The nation's
direction may
rest with
young people
BY CRTHERINE

HDLAHAN

The Record (Bergen Count~, N.J.)

HACKENSACK,N.J. - In 1996,
.soccer moms wielded the po'Iitlcal power. In 2000 dot-com
:workers were the group parties
'wooed.
: This year, another group has
,emerged as a key swing vote with
;the potential to determine the
'country's direction for the next
four years: young voters.
i
"I'm leaning Democrat, but
I'm still undecided," said Nicole
:A9ui~o, a 19-year-old Fairleigh
;Dickinson University student
.from North Arlington, N.J. "I like
;Kerry's interest in education and
'I'm against the war. But I'm pro:life, so with the abortion issue I'm
,pro-Bush."
: Aquino's beliefs defy the tradi:tionalstereotypes of young voters
:as either naive, bleeding-heart
'liberals or conservatives who
vote their parents pocketbooks.
.But statisticians who study vot:ing trends say Aquino is typical of
:voters ages 18 to 29.
Young voters are more compli,cated and issue-savvy than pre:viously thought, say political or,ganizers and researchers. Studies
show that more than half don't fit
,traditional conservative or liberal
labels and about 40 percent don't
identify with a political party.
, A poll released this week gave
Kerry a 6-percentage-point lead
over Bush among voters ages
18 to 29. But that doesn't mean
Kerry will win the youth vote in
:November. Even "decided" young
voters change their minds, said
David King, a professor of public policy at Harvard University's
Kennedy School of Government.
, "The youth, of course, can be
, a swing vote in some key states,"
said King, adding that young people could be a particular force in
, Ohio, Michigan and Washington,
/ 'where there are several large uni,versities. "But within the swing
· vote, young people are swinging
· between the candidates."
, In other words, the youth vote
~is still up for grabs.
~ With
nearly
27 million
.Amertcans ages 18 to 24, it would
stand to reason that political
0

hopefuls would be on nationwide
college campus tours to win support. But, while 20-somethings
are getting' more attention now
than in previous wesidential races, the youth vote is'stlll often dismissed as a nonfactor.
"Politicians do not pay a lot of
attention to students because
they don't vote, and students
don't vote because politicians
don't pay a lot of attention to
them," said Alison. Aikele, the
20-year-old communications director at the College Republican
National Committee headquarters in Washington, D.C.
The last presidential election
did nothing to counter the image
of young people as apathetic. In
2000, only 18 million Americans
between the ages of 18 and 30
voted - the lowest number of voters to turn out for that age group
since 1972. Less than 42 percent
of Americans ages 18to 24 voted.
But researchers and college activists say the number of young

-I'
I

High school students
cheer their feuorlte
perforllers et the
Hlp-Hop SUllmlt Rctlon
Netlllork's uoter regIstration drlue at
the Patriot Theeter
In Trenton, New
JerS8~, on Thursdev,
September 23, 2DD~.
Rrtlsts end producera
In the Hip Hop Industr~
spoke to high echool
semors ebout uotlng.

voters will be much higher this
November.
They say the close 2000 election changed many young people's opinions that individual
votes don't matter. They also
maintain that the Iraq war and
the economy - two of the most
polarizing and important issues
among both young people and
the general voting population
- will drive young people into the
voting booths on Nov. 2.
About 75 percent of Americans
ages 18 to 24 plan to vote in the

upcoming election, according
to the poll released this week by
CBS, MTV and The Center for
Information and Research on
Civic Learning & Engagement.
Nearly half of that group will
be voting for the first time. Rock
the Vote and its partner nonpartisan voting organizations
- MTV Choose or Lose, Declare
Yourself, Hlp-Hop Summit Action
Network, Smack Down Your Vote
and the New Voters Project - are
spending $40 million to get out
the youth vote. During the past

r -
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_Degree
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College
Democrats
and
Republicans have aggressively recruited on campuses since classes resumed in September, The
groups have set up voting registration tables at campus events,
held parties, played host to party
speakers and knocked on dorm
room doors to explain why their
candidate is the better choice on
issues young people care about
most. That includes the Iraq war,
the economy, health care, higher
education costs, leadership and
trust, according to polls.
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lC,tIlUANNE ZAMIOW
AGE: 20
HOMETOWN: BOISE
YEAIIS IUDlNG: QUITE SOMETn.m
laI1IIe klves to 1iM'Mxla!tI. Slle has
vob.mleeled & ~
Inkx2l6'lellt:l.
_
klli3Jm at!bpllllld IiI<m to sell
~1lIld~tromva.coM.
BURl'ON, NlKlm. & SESSIONS.
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several months, 500,000 people
have registered to vote online at
Rock the Vote.
Both the Democratic and
Republican parties have made
more aggressive efforts this year
to paint themselves as the party
for the young generation.
Party officials consider these
new voters a key swing vote because they are not included in
most polls and, unlike older
.Americans who have settled on
their candidate, are still debating
their choice.

Donate Plasma at Diomat USA
Earn $50 the first week and
$150 per month

RIFOLS·

lues-Sat: 9:00 - 5:30
4017 Overland Rd
Boise, 10 83705

-

Biomat USA, Inc.

I
II

caring for people's health

-
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bogged down by papers, transcripts, and checklists."
The Degree Progress Report
·project began three years ago
when BSU received an aca'demic advisement module from
PeopleSoft. According to Ebner,
the module was already in use
by 43 other schools around the
.country and his office decided to
:tailor it for use by BSU.
, "We didn't pay anything addi-tional for this," said Ebner, "(it's]
part of BSU's current licensing
agreement with PeopleSoft."
Tailoring the module took al'most two full years. According
:to Ebner, there are basically six
,catalogs at a time that the report
'must account for. That means
-that in the first year of development alone, they had to pro'gram in 1,542 different academic
:plans.
,.
.
• - In May 2004, testing began for
; each plan to make sure every: thing worked correctly.
! Facultygottheirfirstpreviewof
;the report in Sept. when 13 train-v.
: ing sessions were held to intro; duce them to the new advisement
; tool. The report became available
: to advisers Sept. 21.
:: According to Ebner, the report
. Willbe available to all 15,853 BSU '
;undergraduate students. It will
~also .be available to incoming
i freshmen who have enrolled but
!hot yet taken any courses.
1 Access to the Degree Progress
Report is through Broncoweb be:~inning Oct. 1.
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Campusp_lice
jurisdiction
varies fram
slale 10 slale
BY C.L.

"

f

L1NDSRY
(KAT)

III

Dear CO-STAR:
I was arrestedlast weekend by the campus police and got cited with underage possession of alcohol and violation of the open container laws. I was
definitely guilty, I'm only 20 and I definitely had
an open beer on me, but the arrest took place way
off of school property. I had just come out of a bar
three blocks from campus. I know our officers are
real police and can arrest people, but can they do
it off campus?
-Ailsa, Junior,

J)
(

,

Public College or University, Washington

l,

Ailsa:
You've actually hit on one of the more confusing
campus policing issues-jurisdiction.
If a school
employs its own sworn police force, where does
their authority end? Can they arrest people only on
university grounds? Or does it extend further?
State laws govern the limits ofcampus police power. And every single one is different. In some places,
like New Jersey, college pollee officers have full authority anywhere in the state. In others, their power
is more reigned in. In Georgia and Pennsylvania for
example, the jurisdiction extends 500 yards beyond
campus borders. California grants officers a buffer
zone of a full mile.
Washington State falls on the most restrictive
end of the spectrum. The governing statute says
that campus police officers have jurisdiction only
on "state lands devoted mainly to the educational
or research activities of the institution to which
they were appointed." It's a pretty vaguely written
statute, but even in the most liberal interpretation,
I'd say things that happen off campus are out of
their reach. In a more literal reading of the law, it
seems like lots of places ON campus are off limits
too. Is the football stadium "devoted mainly to the
educational or research activities" of your school?
Doubtful.
.
So, from what I can tell, there's a good chance that
your arrest was out of bounds. But beating the rap
on this kind of technicality is no easy task. Lower
level courts (where your charge willbe heard first)
aren't prone to throwing out charges based on this
type of thing. And, this kind of argument is really
hard to make if you represent yourself. You'll really
need a lawyer to do it right. So you're probably going to have to hire an attorney and fight the charges
through multiple appeals to make any headway.
Still, if you're willing to spend a lot of tlme, and
probably a lot of money, fighting the charges, you
do have a chance at success'. Whether or not it's
worth It, Is something you'll have to decide on your
own.
Good luck.

\

for Idaho?

OriuB

Phone: 3~S-B20~ [KID0)
FeK: ~26-319B
www.erblteronlme.tom

A flood of emerging research and
an avalanche of anecdotal evidence,
and is showing medicinal cannabis'
efficacy in the treatment of many diseases and conditions such as "wasting syndrome" secondary to AIDS,
and cancer therapy, severe nausea
and vomiting from chemotherapy,
and narcotic pain therapy, multiple
sclerosis, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Lou Gehrig's Disease) and other
neurological and neuromuscular
diseases as well as spinal cord injury,
neuropathic and other pain, Crohn's
Disease, ulcerative colitis, glaucoma,
anorexia and recurrent migraines
and menstrual pain. In addition,
research reveals that cannabinoids
(the active compounds in cannabis)
are neuroprotective, slowing the advance of neuromuscular diseases.
Major studies published between
2001 and 2003 show cannabinoids
have a significant effect in fighting

Knight Aldder/Trlbune

News Serulce

The following

appeared

editorial

Whatever the independent investigation CBS laudably launched this
week uncovers, there may never be
a better explanation than hubris
for the errors made by veteran "60
Minutes" producer Mary Mapes and
correspondent Dan Rather.
CBS' travails ate sobering because
those of us who work In the business
know how easily it could happen to
any of us.
In. Mapes' zealous pursuit of the

in the

DalIas Morning News on Friday. Sept. 24:

At the heart of CBS News' catastrophic Memogate scandal appears
to be what the ancient Greeks called
hubris. the cockiness that overcomes
people who have been so successful
for so long that they become blind to
the possibility offailure.

National Guard story, which she's
been chasing for five years. she appears to have made seriousmlstakes
- both in vouching for the authenticity of the documents and in contacting the Kerry campaign to put them
in touch with her "helpful" source that now render the story impotent
as a political weapon against Bush.
The tragedy is that both Mapes and
Rather built powerful reputations
on years of distingutshed, ground- ,
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has recognized the· potential benefits of medicinal cannabis in calling
for "... adequate and well-controlled
studies of smoked marijuana can be
conducted in patients who have serious conditions for which preclinical,
anecdotal, or controlled evidence
suggests possible efficacy in including AIDS wasting syndrome, sever
acute or delayed emesis induced by
chemotherapy, multiple sclerosis,
spinal cord injury, dystonia, and
neuropathic pain."
Reliable polling has shown more
than 70 percent support of the
American public for access to medicinal cannabis.
.
A federal (OMB) study revealed
that in states with medicinal cannabis laws there are no significant
diversion to the black market or increased law enforcement problems
related to cannabis.
Thefederalgovernmentdlstributes
cannabis under its "Compassionate
Use Program.
Alaska, Arizona,
California,
Colorado,
Hawaii,

Maine, Maryland, Nevada, Oregon,
Vermont and Washington have all
passed medicinal cannabis statutes.
Movements to provide for patient
access are currently active in many
other states including Idaho.
Patients In Idaho deserve the same
access to medicinal cannabis as
millions of Americans now enjoy In
other states.
Medicinal cannabis
has the potential to save and prolong the lives of Idahoans as well as
significantly improve the quality oflife for many sick and suffering patients. Besides good, compassionate
medicine, this issue is at the heart of
individual liberty and states' rights.
There is every reason to allow this
safe effective and compassionate
modality and no legitimate reason
not to do so. Call or write your legislators and legislative delegation and
sign a petition currently circulating
around Idaho.

Hubris at CBS: Its travails are a cautionary tale for all media

6932 W.stale slreel.

.

cancer cells. Cannabinoids appear to
arrest many kinds of cancer growths
such as brain, breast, leukemias, and
melanoma, through promotion of
programmed cell death that is lost in
tumors, and by arresting increased
blood vessel production that feed tumors.
Cannabis is one ofthe safest medications known. Thereisessentiallyno
known toxic dose and it is not addictive. Numerous health-related organizations have endorsed immediate
patient access. A few of these organizations are: The American Academy
of Family Physicians, the American
Nurses Association, the America
Public Health Association,
the
California Medical Association, the
Institute of Medicine, the Lymphoma
Foundation, the NewEnglandleurnal
of Medicine, the American Medical
Student Association, the American
Preventive Medical Association, the
Society of Addiction Medicine, and
manymure.
The American MedicalAssociation
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Why medicinal cannabi

(C.L. Lindsay III is thefoundingexecutiuedirector of CO-STAR, the Coalition for Student &
Academic Rights. and author of tile upcoming
book the "College Student Legal Handbook:
Everything You Need to Know to Protect Your
Rights. Get Out of Trouble. and Keep the Law
on Your Side" (Taylor Trade Publishing). COSTAR is a network of lawyers, professors and
students ivilO work to protect academic freedom and constitutional rights at college campuses nationwide. If you have a question for
CO-STAR, log on to their Web site at www.costar.org.) .
The material in this column addresses generallegal issues only; is not legal advice and
should not be relied on as such; and mayor
may not be appropriate to a spedfic situation.
Laws and procedures change frequently and
ate subject to differing interpretations. This
column is not intended to create, and does not
create, a lawyer-client relationship and Is not
intended to be a substitute for legal counsel in
the relevant jurisdiction.
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breaking reporting.
,
No professional journalist sets out
to be reckless. sloppy or unfair. We
try our hardest to get things right.
because we know that everything
hinges on our credibility. But in our
pride and hunger for the big story, we
sometimes fail- .and fail big.
The CBS case is not only a lesson
In media ethics. it's also a lesson in
human frailty.
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Colin Mochrie and Brad
Sherwood from "Whose Line Is It
Anyway" are arriving in Boise tonight to put on a two-man improvisational comedy show. I have
to say, I'm pretty dang excited.
I peed a little when I first heard
they were coming. (Then I peed a
lot when I found out I would get to
interview Brad Sherwood.)
If you're wondering what to expect from tonight's performance,
take it from Brad: "It's basically
like a live version of 'Whose Line,'
We do a bunch of games that
you'll see on the show, and then
some games that you'll never see
on 'Whose Line,' And it's very interactive. Probably more so than
the actual TV show, because we
bring people up out of the audience for 'almost every game that
we play. It's completely made up,
and it's' all based on the suggestions of the audience. It's really
fun,"
Tickets are available online
at mc.boisestate.edu, or at the
Morrison Center box office.
Standard seats range in price
from $20.50 to $42.50, while students can purchase discount
tickets for $15.50 only at the box
office.
The phone conversation I had
with Brad Sherwood marked my
first -ever celebrity interview.
What would it hold in store for
me? Would I ask the right questions? Would I do it right? These
questions kept swirling through
my head. Luckily for me, the process got started on the right foot.
Eleven o'clock rolled around
and Brad called the front desk
of The Arbiter right on schedule.
Unfortunately, the phone call was
routed to my editor's voicemail. A
minute later, my cell phone started ringing, displaying an out of
area phone number. This was a
good sign, since I had left Brad's
"people" my personal number in
case of any fowl-ups. I answered,
but all I heard was static. Freaking
out, I raced out of the building,
extended the phone's antenna
and hoped fervently that I could
get more out ofthe interview than
"Hello? Hellri? HelIIllooooo?"
Finally, I heard a voice! "Hi, this
is Brad Sherwood?" I had to ask
him to call the newspaper phone
again so I could record the conversation. He agreed, but there's
just something about having a
celebrity I'm interviewing call me
three times in a row that doesn't
sit well in my mind. I continued
nonetheless.
.
I have to be honest. Having
been a fan of "Whose Line Is
It Anyway?" for some time,
Colin Mochrie and Ryan Stiles
have always been my favorites,
but it didn't take long for Brad
Sherwood to win me over. His humor is very subtle and clever, and
the nice thing is that he speaks in
a very soft and intelligent mannero He even complimented me
on my interview when we were
finished. (I mean, I get compliments from celebs all the time,
but y'know, they're still nice to
hear.)
It was about the age of eight that
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Brad, who was raised in Santa Fe,
N.M., found he had an aspiration.
"That was right around the time I
decided I wanted to be an actor.
I went to my mom, and she enrolled me in the local children's
reparatory theater. I went there
on weekends during the summer,
and I've been acting ever since.
I've been in the business now for
32 years... over three quarters
of my life. So, I'm sort of like a
Mickey Rooney,"
.
Brad, now living in Los Angles,
has had funny influences in his
life since he was very young,
mostly coming from within his
own family. "My grandpa was
very funny. He always made me
laugh. He just had this sort of sarcastic grumpy old man sense of
humor. And when he laughed, his
shoulders would kind of go up ...
and down. I think he was the first
person that made me want to be
funny. And my dad was funnyis funny-as well. So I think I'm
just a third generation of cut-ups.
All the Sherwoods are guys, and
I think all of them tend to want
to be funny. Some of us are just
more successful than others. But
we all sort of tend to have that
Sherwood sense of humor,"
. Additionally,
Brad
credits
some comedic icons with helping sculpt his personality. "My
influences were Art Carney
from 'The Honeymooners,' Tim
Conway from 'The Carol Burnett
Show,' Don Knotts from 'The
Andy Griffith Show,' and Monty
Python. Almost every five years
of my life I sort of go back and revisit the Python,"
Brad has had numerous television appearances in his career,

Brud
Shurwood
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"It's basically like
a live version of
"Whose Line:'
We do a bunch
of games that
you'll see on the
show, and then
some games that
you'll never see
edy zone, your agent and casting
on "Whose Line." people
don't look at you and go,
'God, we need to get this guy on
ICBScrimedrama]'C.S.I.!"'They
And it's very don't
even think of you. So, as
much as I like doing the serious
you know, there's no money'
interactive." stuff,
init for me.
ranging from "over a hundred
episodes" of "The Tonight Show,"
doing bit parts and behind the
scenes voicing, to live episodes of
"The Drew Carey Show," to hosting 1997's rehash of "The Dating
Game," Unfortunately, as a famous comedian, he gets lumped
into the same types of parts in
the Hollywood circle. "Comedy
is really how I have been making
my living for years. But, the thing
is, once you're sort of in the com-

"The good news is that right
now Colin and I aren't at the mercy of Hollywood because we're
making our money out there in
the rest of the United States, who
doesn't care about how fat we are.
So we don't have to do the Paris
Hilton diet,"
At one point in my line of questions, I just had to test his improv
ability. "Here's a scenario for you.
You're good at scenarios, right?
You have just been offered your
dream role in a movie. I'm silting in my house here in Boise.
The commercial comes on ... The
new blockbuster this summer ...
Brad Sherwood in... WHAT?"
He replied, "That would be ...
Bikini... Hot Tub... Mudwrestling
Avalanche," I about died. Keep
your eye out for that one next
summer.
On the topic of beer, which I of
course knew nothing about, Brad
was happy to describe his tastes.
"I like the milder beers. I don't
go for those crazy micro.brewery
things that taste like you're eating a loaf of rye bread. I like to
be able to see through my beer.
I don't want to have to chew it.
I'm sort of a pure American beer
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wimp," I now realize that ask'
ing someone what kind of beer
they like doesn't necessarily help
paint a good picture of who they
are (especially for a newspaper
article), but my coworkers would
most certainly have been disappointed in me if I didn't mention
beer at least once in this story.
Near the start of the interview, I
tried to get Brad to describe himself in five words. Apparently, I
caught him a little off-guard because he said he hadn't even had
his coffee yet. I asked him again at
the end, and he responded with,
"Tall... Shy... Funny... Travelweary .... " I tried to cut him off
there, because travel-weary is
clearly two words, but we agreed
that it's a compound and he added a final word: "Egg Fu Young...
That's the one shaped like a pancake right?"
Let's analyze the words he
threw at me.
TALL... At a more than generous heightof6'4", you would think
that Brad would get attention for
being a very tall man. However,
considering that fellow "Whose
Line" cast members Ryan Stiles
and Colin Mochrie are 6'6" and
6'2", respectively, it's hard to ever
get a feeling that Brad is tall while
watching him on television. He
said that when people finally
see the guys in person, they are
shocked at their size. He called
the group "tall mutant freaks" .
and said they often get mistaken

for the Nigerian volleyball team.
SHY... Brad said the entire cast
of "Whose Line" is thoroughly reserved when the cameras
aren't rolling. "Wayne [Brady]
is the least shy. The other three
[Producer/host
Drew Carey,
Mochrie and Styles] are amazingly shy in real life. And they are
all incredibly generous,"
FUNNY... I'm not sure why, but
I felt compelled to ask Brad who
he liked more, Cheech or Chong.
Although he said, "Cheech has
probably made me laugh more
than Chong on the whole," he did
offer up this story: "The one thing
I like about Chong is ... When he
was arrested for possession ...
The cops came to his house, and
they said, 'Do you have any pot?
Do you have any marijuana in
your house?' or something like
that. And he said; 'Of course I do.
I'm Tommy Chong,"
TRAVEL-WEARY... "Boise is
.the first day of a five city thing
that we're doing that weekend,"
He confesses he has very little
free time, but enjoys relaxing
with his girlfriend and rottweiler.
"We don't live the rock-n-rolllifestyle that you would think. Like
when we go out and tour ... you'd
think there'd just be BOOZE and
WOMEN and stuff [he said these
in a deep, throaty announcer
voice]. And then we play hearts.
We're all older now." When he
does find a few free moments,
588 Whale Line [page 6]
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Brad writes music and plays
acoustic guitar. "I write a lot of
sort of James Taylor-y kind of
folksongs."
EGG-FU YOUNG... You got
me on this one.
So 'what's next for Brad
Sherwood? Perhaps something
dramatic. 'Td like to be a bad
guy. I want to be like the crazy
killer. That would be fun. The
Gary Oldman type. Where you
put a gold tooth in, and get
dreadlocks, and you put a scar
across your face. Eat up the
scenery. Like Johnny Depp in
Pirates of the Whatever. You
know, I think those kinds of
roles, where they just go, "Okay,
be a freak. Be over the. top. And
then when you think you're over
the top, go a little more." I think
those are the fun ones."
l'l1 finish up here' with what
turned out to be words of wisdom after I asked Brad who is
the prettiest girl alive. "[The]
prettiest girl alive is my girlfriend. Not that she'll ever read
this. But it's true. My girlfriend
looks like a YO!J.ngElizabeth
Taylor, absolutely gorgeous. I
lucked out. I really ... I won the
nerd lottery.
"Nerds eventually inherit the
earth. You just have to be patient, wait for the high school
quarterbacks to get fat,la~doff
their jobs. And then you get to
rule the world."
So anyway, I suppose the interview went pretty well, and
Boise State is in for one heck of a
show tonight. If you miss it, you
will have to drown your sorrows
with a loaf of rye bread and an
egg fu young pancake.
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Leno Gives 5-Year Notice;
'O'BriehWiIIBe Successor
MRRIA ELENA FERNANDEZ
AND LYNN SMITH
. Los Rngeles TIDIes .

HOLLYWOOD.- In the dizzyingly fast-paced world of network
television, careers are reshaped
in a day by executive fiat. In
late- night television, however, a
change was announced Monday
that will take place at a stunningly glacial rate.
Conan O'Brien will succeed
Jay Leno as host of "The Tonight
Show" when Leno steps down in
five years, NBC executives an-,
nounced Monday.
Leno planned to give his fiveyear notice on the show Monday
night, the 50th anniversary of
the NBC late-night talk show,
with O'Brien making his announcement on his 12:30 a.m.
show "Late Night With Conan
O'Brien" Tuesday night. Neither
were available for comment.
O'Brien, 41. signed a new contract on Monday that guarantees
he will take over the No.1 latenight show in 2009 and keeps
him at thehelm of his show until
then. He has hosted NBC's "Late
Night With Conan O'Brien" for 11
years.
In a statement, Leno said, "In
2009, I'll be 59 years old and will
have had this dream job for 17
years ." plus, I promised Mavis
(his wife) I would take her out for
dinner before I turned 60."
When Leno's contract was renewed in March, he and NBC
Television Group President Jeff
Zucker discussed a tlmellne for
passing the baton, NBC executives said Monday.
In recent interviews, O'Brien,
whose contract was set to expire in Jan. 2006, has said that
he would be looking for an 11:35
p.m. show soon. Now a hot commodity, O'Brien started out his
late-night career as an "annoying nuisance," wrote Washington
Post critic Tom Shales, who credited him with "one of the most
amazing
transformations
in
television history."
"Conan is the best of anybody
at this point," said Robert Morton,
the former producer of "Late
Night With David Letterman."
"He's a fearless performer, which
is appealing to a mass audience,
especially in late night. Johnny

"Conan is the best of
anybody at this point,
He's a fearless performer, which is appealing
to a mass audience, especially in late night.
Johnny Carson was the
same way. He'd jump in
.a tub, put on a wig."
Carson was the same way. He'd
jump in a tub, put on a wig."
While O'Brien attracts ayounger audience, Morton pointed out,
that audience will be older in five
years, which is a calculated risk
on the part of NBC. But, he added. "I think Conan is definitely
th~ wave of the future."
The unusually long time frame
for the succession caused speculation that Leno was hoping to
avoid what happened when he
succeeded Johnny Carson as the
host of "Tonight" in May 1992.
The
network's
dilemma
over whether to choose David
Letterman or Leno for the job
became an uncomfortable public competition. As a result,
Letterman eventually left his
12:30 a.m. show on NBC for rival CBS, where, with some initial
bitterness, he went head to head
with Leno in the 11:30p.m. slot.
Friends of Leno told the Los
Angeles Times in 2000 that he
would always be scarred by the
bad press that surrounded NBC's
drawn-out decision, and especially by the way Leno was portrayed in "The Late Shift," a 1996
book by Bill Carter that chronicled the tug-of-war among Leno,
Letterman and NBC executives

.'~

over Carson's "Tonight Show"
successor.
In 1992, "NBC kind of mishandled the whole transition,"
Morton said. "They probably
weren't as fair or as cordial to
Carson as they could have been.
Theylearned from their mistakes.
It'S a very impressive deal in that
their executives could pull something off like this." Considering
all the egos involved, such an apparently seamless transition is
"monumental," he said.
After an initial ratings lag,
Leno surged to the top-rated spot
in 1995, where he has remained.
But while he was winning the
ratings, he was frequently considered a kind of second fiddle to
Letterman, who tended to be favored by television critics.
One of the tenets of late night
television hosting is "Don't give
up the chair," Morton said. "The
fact that Leno announced that
Conan will follow him, and to
live with that for five years, will
give renewed energy to "The
Tonight Show," Morton said. "It
will be a running gag for five
years. It's great material for him
and it makes him look like an elder statesman," he said.
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-Skanker's. paradise
GoJlmm~Goand lhe PlrkOlalers dluu~ nut the ska

PHOTO BY STANLEY BRtwmRJARDITtR

The Venue wee Instentl~ t;ensformed Into skenkster's per edrsa as GoJlmm~Go Performed thtar unique brend of
Hewllen f1evored aka.
JRNR HOFFMRN
Culture Writer

Hawaii's Go Jimmy Go and
Boise's PirkQlaters had the
crowd skanking Sunday night
at The Venue. The all-ages show
began with a trickle of mostlyteenage fans while bands Haven
21 and Remote Confederation
played. The show filled up as Go
Jimmy Go hit the stage, making
it quite clear who everyone was
there to see.
Go Jimmy Go has been touring
the mainland since April and is
having a great time. Ranging in
age from 26 to 31, each member
ofthesix-piece band made some
sacrifices to get where they are.
"We all quit our jobs and started going full-time touring. We
threw all our chips on the table;
we're going to go for it. It was do
or die, now or never, we aren't
getting any younger. The timing
was perfect. We've been together eight years," said saxophone
player Eric White before the
concert. He was teaching eighth
grade and loving it when the band
decided to go full-time. He misses the kids, but to him, the sacrifice has been worth It. "I think
anybody that talks to us knows
that it's worth it. All my friends,
my co-workers, my colleagues,

they are all saying 'go for it man,
. this is your time.' It's so funny
because when I was teaching my
eighth graders I always talked
about having dreams, and you
know that sounds like a lot ofb.s.
because you know they probably
hear that kind of speech all the
time, but I was living my dream
as I was teaching them."
All smiles and soul, the band
sang about having a good time
as the crowd moved to reggae
undertones, rock-steady beat,
and Bison's awesome vocals and
Elvis Presley like pelvic magic.
Most everyone danced--some
skanking, some grooving a nifty
reggae bob. The Venue became
a strange luau that night, a luau
where most the attendees had
mohawks (not to mention one
very notable mullet).
According to Go Jimmy Go,
Hawaii is their source. "What
gives us the most inspiration is,
of course, our environment at
home in Hawaii, just the good
vibes and the awesome crowd
that we have at home, all of our
friends. When we play all of
those big shows and everyone is
dancing and having a good time,
that is the vibe that we are always
exposed to at home when we are
writing our music," said trom, bone player Fernando Pacheco.

Each band member Is more
than personable, right down to
their merchandise guy, Andre.'
Go Jimmy Go's good-times vibe
is sometimes raw, sometimes
smooth and always for real.
The PlrkQlaters, a local ska
band that split up In Oct. of 2001
and rejoined in January of this
year.. wrapped up the evening.
According to band member
Iustln Andrews, they needed the
break. "Wejust hated each other,
we couldn't deal with it. At that
time, we just had to let it go and
kind of go our separate ways and
experience some things before
we finally got back together. It
came down to the whole point
that when we came back together in January, it was like, you
know, 'this is it, this is what we
need to be doing.' The passion is
not about individually playing
music but it's about playing music with your friends."
The crowd sang along and
the PirksQlaters even went acapella for a moment as the crowd
rang out loud. Sunday night was
a crowd pleaser with quality
sound and performances from
all the bands, leaving Boise fans
shouting, "Come back so we can
skank it up."
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Actor Clears the Way for Current Stars
GENE

SEYMOUR
Newsd8~

A colleague and I were between screenings at the Toronto
International Film Festival a couple of weeks ago, debating the relative merits of both Jamie Foxx's
performance in "Ray" and Don
Cheadle's in "Hotel Rwanda." We
agreed that Foxx's channeling of
Ray Charles was an audacious
coup. But my colleague argued
that Cheadle's keeping things at
low boll while still dominating
the proceedings was far more difficult and, perhaps, more worthy
of acclaim.
In the end, we not only agreed
that both deserved lead-actor
Oscar nominations, but that it
was plausible that they would
get them. It wasn't until I came
back from the festival that it hit
me: two very different A;(ricanAmerican men playing two very
different roles being considered
for Oscars in the same year. Who
could have imagined as recently
as a decade before that such a
concept was plausible enough to
be almost taken for granted?
And that's what made me think
of Canada Lee.
The name Isn't familiar to most
people younger than, say, 60. But
throughout the 1940s, Lee was,
along with Richard Wright, Joe
Louis and Paul Robeson, one of
the most famous black men In
the United States. A former boxer, Lee became a Broadway star
In the early 1940s playing Bigger
Thomas in the Orson Welles-di-

rected theatrical adaptation of
Wright's "Native Son."
Inevitably, he was beckoned to
Hollywood, where in such movies
as Alfred Hitchcock's "Lifeboat'
(l943) and Robert Rossen's "Body
and Soul" (l947) he brought
greater dimension and dignity to
roles that otherwise would have
been thin and stereotypical.
According to Mona Z. Smith's
new
biography,
"Becoming
Something: The Story of Canada
Lee" (Faber & Faber, $27), Ed
Sullivan once dubbed Lee (in the
journalistic patter of the times) a
"sepian Spencer Tracy." In a wiser, better world, it's possible to
imagine Lee's grounded, intense
persona
approaching
Tracy's
leading-man stature. But the better angels of American nature
were still ferociously contained
by segregation.
As Smith's sad story discloses,
much else was against Lee as
well. He had allied himself with
'social and political causes that
placed him In harm's way of the
festering anti-Communist hysteria of post-World War IIAmerica.
Even Sullivan, an old friend and
advocate of Lee's, eventually
would denounce him in his influential newspaper column. Lee
was blacklisted and denied work.
The stress exacerbated his fragile
health. He was only 45 when he
died of a heart attack. Or, as Ossie
Davis would put it both more
metaphorically and precisely, a
broken heart.
Lee's last movie role was In

1949's "Cry the Beloved Country,'
which was just the second movie
for a young actor named Sidney
Poitier. In the years to come,
Poltier would wear away at white
America's resistance to black
leading men -- though for a long
time he was the only black leading man the movies would take.
Only those who are irredeemably dim or bitter could deny how
much better things have gotten
since then. Denzel Washington
and Will Smith, two very different African-American men who
were both nominated for best actor Oscars three years ago, have
repeatedly proved their moneymaking clout. No one thinks of
comparing Samuel 1. Jackson
or Morgan Freeman with, say,
Spencer Tracy. The standards
they've set are entirely their
own. There's Foxx and Cheadle,
ascending toward the cusp of
greater respectability, as well as
Mos Def, Bernie Mac and many
others.
Lee would have been happy to
witness such change, even with
all the grief that came his way in
clearing the path. One guesses,
though, that he'd still have some
questions to ask. Interracial romance, for instance, remains a
territory where most Hollywood
movies tread gingerly. And he'd
wonder why Hollywood movies
don't take nearly as many chances as they did during his brief, bittersweet heyday.
Then
again,
maybe
he
wouldn't.

Career Center Services
Call: (208) 426-1747 to make an appointment
-orvisit our website at http://carcer.boisestate.edu
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College Math 'Club President
Dumps SupermodeI
He crunched the numbers, then crushed her heart

Coming October 1st
on
BroncoWeb

The Degree Progress Repor~ is a new. underwad~ate ~egreeplanning tool for you and your advisor to use In combination With the
university catalog.

Col/ege sophomore Brady Burns, left. abruptly ended a six-month torrid 100'eaffair with a heartbroken
Elene. right.

To access the Degree Pr09_ressReport:
*. Log into BroncoWeb
*. From the BroncoWeb Main Menu go to Academics
*. Select View Degree Progress Report

By JAMIE MURRY

You can use the Degree Progress Report to check your progress toward
completing all undergraduate degree requirements including university
core, major, and minor.

a quadratic formula, but the off-campus
lunches were killing me financially,"
Admitting that there was a good (9-·ffi said Burns. "I felt like a real abacus for
percent chance that he made the wrong breaking things off." The fact that he
was unaware of Washington Mutual's
move, college math club president
account with
Brady Burns recently called it quits Free Checking-an
with longtime supermodel girlfriend optional Deluxe services like free online
bill pay available at
Elene.
Burns,
who
wamu.com-Ieft Elene
claimed he carefully
"I loved her
at
a total loss. "He
calculated the breakup,
like
a
quadratic,
could have just gone to
said his alleged free
a Washington Mutual
formula ••• "
checking account had
Financial Center or
monthly fees that just
she said. "We were
didn't add up. The whizkidwas quick wamu.com,"
to admit that had he known about totally soul mates, but 1 guess he
see that. As far as I'm
Washington Mutual's Free Checking didn't
Deluxe, the relationship's longevity may concerned, he eango jump off a
have had better odds. "I loved her like logarithm. Whatever that is."
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So everyone knows the old
clique question, you know the one
that goes-if you were stranded
on a deserted island with one person, who would that person be? I
am almost certain that Gerald
Alexander and Gabe Franklin
would not pick one another, but
they are somewhat living that life
right now. The Broncos defensive
scheme almost sets those two up
for failure, and when that does
happen, everyone sees it. And
that's too bad for these amazing
athletes. When you blitz, blitz,
and then blitz again, there is going to be very little help for the
corners when your safeties are in
the backfield and not down field.
The Broncos defense leaves their
corners on an island all by themselves. That which poises the
question, are they that good to be
left without backside help? Yup.
Let's take last Friday for example. If you are not as fast as
the guy lined up in front of you,
what can you do? Nada, YOIIjust
play your heart out and hope
that everything goes your way.
When Franklin got, lets use the
word beat loosely here, against
Todd Watkins, the Cougars receiver ran for the 79-yard pass in
the third-Franklin
was there.
He was on Watkins like white on
rice. When the ball came down,
it grazed the corner of Franklin's
arm, and into the waiting arms of
the thankful Watkins. They both
jumped slightly for the ball, and

Coming off the nail-biting win last week
against BYU, the still undefeated Broncos will
look to keep all of three winning streaks alive
when they face Southern Methodist University
on Saturday. Its homecoming week and among
all the decorating and parades, the Broncos are
aiming to extend a nation best 21-game home
winning streak, a nation best IS-game overall
win streak, as well as a 20th straight victory over
a Western Athletic Conference opponent. The
conference win would give the Broncos the second longest streak in WAChistory, the record is
25 games set by BYUin the early '80s.
Last week, SMU broke their IS-game losing streak with a 36-13 win over San Jose State
at home. SMU's home crowd of 17,841brought
down the south goal post at Gerald J. Ford
Stadium after watching the school-record losing streak come to an end. The Mustangs were
0-12 in 2003 and began this season 0-3 before
beating San Jose State. SMU's 1-0 conference
record marks the first time the Mustangs have
won their WACopener since 1996.The Mustangs
also have the youngest team in the nation with
85 underclassmen that make up 75.9 percent of
the team's roster.
The Broncos have outs cored opponents by
23.4 points per game in the first four games this
season. Leading the charge is sophomore quarterback Jared Zabransky averaging 302.8 yards
of total offense with his arm and his mobile
abilities. He has also thrown 'seven touchdown
passes and ran in four. Four Bronco receivers have double digit catches this season with
Drisan James is leading the team with 18 catches for 256 yards and a touchdown. Last week's
standout receiver was senior T,J. Acree. Acree
pulled down seven catches for 133 yards and
two touchdowns, one of which was the 44-yard
game-winning touchdown with 42 seconds left
in the game. Acree was awarded WACoffensive
player of the week honors for his efforts. Also,
Bronc,o sophomore linebacker Korey Hall was
hono'red as defensive WACplayer ofthe week for
the second time this season. Hall had 11tackles
(five solol and two sacks against the Cougars.
The Broncos have had a consistent mentality
this season as far as approaching games: Take
them one at a time. The fact that the team is 4-0,
21,t in the Coaches' Poll, and owns several winning streaks means nothing when they step on
the field for kickoff. It could be easy to overlook
SMU, a team the Broncos pummeled last year
45-3 and won their first game in a little over a
year, but it's just another game to head coach
Dan Hawkins and company. Kickoff is set for
6:05 p.m. at Bronco Stadium. The game will be
broadcasted by SportsWest with KBCI-TVcovering the game.

National recognition
for high quality talent?
BY JE T'AIME

BY TREUOR

HOAN

Sports Writer
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Cesep Klossen, holds the bell for Scrubs kicker, Tpler
Gustafson, during the chomplOnshlp gema betc;aen tha
Scrubs and Venca's Rrmp. The Scrubs Dlon tha TOilet Bowl
title 3Q-2B.

TOYE

Sports Writer

The 7th annual Toilet
Bowl: Clean fun for all

I.

when they came down. Franklin's
feet got tied up and he fell to the
turf. So, lets put this into perspective. Franklin tips the ball,
incomplete pass. Franklin keeps
his footing, ball probably down
on the 35-yard line. Reality, well,
we all know the outcome.
That's the life that .these two
will have to live for the rest of the
season, or until the coaching staff
comes up with a new game plan.
But, as of right now, eight sacks
on the quarterback. and only two
missed opportunities for the long
ball-it hurts to watch, but it may
just work.
Alexander is a sophomore lining up on the opposite side of arguably the best corner in the conference. He will get run on a lot,
but it comes with the territory.
And for clarification, if Alexander
didn't leap almost to the moon
to attempt to block the field goal,
we would all be singing a different tune right now. The ball was
a hair from Alexander's arm, arid
if it went straight, he would have
blocked it. Then named conference special teams player of the
week. But, nope, everyone is asking if he can even play. You're
damn right he can.
.
Monday
morning
"cornerbacks" will say what they will
about the defensive design of the
Broncos, but the last time I looked
at the standing, and the national
polls-i-Hawkins and boys are still
unbeaten. Enough said for now.
Check back with me on October
24, and we shall see how it all
works out.

On a clear autumn evening, the greatest athletes to ever grace the campus of
Boise State emerged for the pinnacle of
all competitions. Actually it was more
like the Greeks and Geeks (this writer
included) who came out for the Toilet
Bowl Monday night.
The modern day event for BSU started
back in 1998. ASBSUresurrected an old
tradition with campus recreation from
something that students participated
in back in the '70s. Back then the band
used to play against students from the
residence halls. Now, in its seventh year
of existence, 16 teams got together to
play for the "bowl."
Campus Recreation now runs the
event. Each team fields eight players for
the flag football tournament-four
girls,
four boys for the eight-on-eight competition. Every other catch has to be by the
opposite sex, so the field of competition
is evened out. Dang, some of the women

were blowing away the men-read and
heed men.
The tournament is always on the
Monday of homecoming, and is played
on the blue turf-giving
every lay-zboy quarterback on campus a chance
to play Jared Zabransky or T.}.Acree for
a day. Everyone is out for a good time,
some dressed in matching white t-shirts
with their number and a catchy name
on it-one female player had the name
Honeypot on the back of her jersey.
The games started at 4:14 p.m., and
the championship game started at 9:30
p.m, Each game plays two IS-minute
halves with a constant running clock.
The crowning team was awarded the
bowl, given t-shirts and the all-important picture together with the pot (or
toilet if you want to be proper).
All in all, it was great fun together
with a bunch of people who players never met, to playa game some have never
played, in a stadium that houses a team
that never loses there.

College football., Tradition.
Energy. Emotion. Hype. A stadium of fans leaning left in an attempt to encourage the would-be
game-winning field goal to sail
"wide left." Streaks stay alive,
hopes remain, and dreams cease
to fade away. Bronco fans are evidence that devotion is not restricted to the top conference teams.
A nation of college football fans
watched as controversy mounted
in the Bowl Championship Series
rankings last year. The BCS rankings caught our attention as we
defeated then ranked #9 Texas
Christian Horned Frogs at the inaugural Fort Worth Bowl. Yes, we
hit the big time, but is that as far
as we can go? Does the BCS hold
so much power that we are restricted to lower conference play
even though we have higher conference talent?
College football is full of the
David and Goliath scenarios,
with little to no recognition. The
biggest blame falls on the BCS
standings. They were aware of
this. The BCS announced their
modifications to the poll system
this summer. The Coaches and
Associated Press polls are now
weighted much more than the
computerized
rankings. Each
poll holds a third of the weight.
Elements such as strength of
schedule and quality wins are
contained within the computerized rankings. Simplified. Still no
recognition. Admittedly" these

standings will do nothing for the
David's, for BSU.The glass ceiling
still remains.
For schools like Buise State, and
other BCS Busters like Louisville,
Fresno State, or Utah, their top 25
rankings are not pushing them
forward. Little recognition. Tlie
higher ranked schools are refusing to play them for fear of getting
beat, They know we have talern.
Could we ever secure a higher
bowl game or deserved recognition in this ranking system? Not
likely. There is little hope of sudh
a scenario, and the BCSlooked to
make sure we could not crash the
party. We should look at college
basketball. They have a model
that allows the underdogs to go
against all odds. Indiana State.
Case in point. What separates
the ranklngs in college basketball and college football? A playoff system. The BCS is not willing
to pursue a path in this direction
as a result of the presidents and
chancellors' request. Maybe they
do not want the media attention
and revenue guaranteed for the
'Cinderella stories.' Perhaps they
do not want to take Hollywood's
stance on the nation's attentiveness to the natural talent that
knows no boundaries. Their loss.
BSU defeated a Pacific Athletic
Conference team for the first
time, entered the top 25 rankings
the earliest in the season, and
holds the nation's longest winning streak at home and overall.
Theyhold the glass slipper. The
giants are faIling fast. At least We
know talent when we see it. GO
BRONCOS!
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Boise State volleyball hosts Rice tonight
BY RMBER
'Sports

FUGER

heads with her solid play. Melvin
averages 11.64· assists. per game.
Freshman outside hitter Jamie
Claussen has been making her
presence known with an attack
percentage of .228 and an average
of 3.59 kills per game. Junior outside hitter/middle blocker Kim
Fenneman is another offensive
tool for the Broncos. Fenneman
averages 2.20 kills per game and
has a .215 attack percentage.
Senior middle blocker Heather
Malashak leads the Broncos in
the blocking category with 82
total blocks and 1.78 blocks per
game.

were conference matches. This
is the first time Broncos have
gone 2-0 in conference play in
any of the three previous seasons
that Boise State has been in the
Western Athletic Conference.
Sophomore
middle
blocker Cameron Flunder leads the
Broncos with an attack percentage of .331 and an average 3.31
kills per game. Junior outside
hitter Telia Peterson has been on
fire her first season as a Bronco
with an average of 2.98 kills per
game and a .161 attack percentage. Sophomore setter Christina
- Melvin has bee\,~urning some

Writer

The Boise State volleyball team
won big on the road this past
weekend and look to bring that
energy home during homecoming week. The Broncos host Rice
University tonight at seven in
Bronco Gym and Tulsa University
Saturday at noon, also in Bronco
Gym. The Broncos have an overall record of 13-2 for the 2004
season. This marks the first time
the Broncos have been in double
digits in the overall win column
since 1998. 1\vo of the 13 victories

4.48 kills per game and has a ;262

The Rice University Owls have
an overall record of 11-2. The
Owls are 2-0 in conference play.
Junior setter Kristina Hoban was
awardedthe WAC player of the
week for, the week of Sept. 20.
Hoban posted her first career triple-double game against Fresno
State with 10 kills, 35 assists, and
12 digs to lead the Owls to a 3-0
victory over Fresno. The Owls are
also led by senior outside hitter
Rebeca Pazo and junior outside
hitter Olaya Pazo. These two sisters pack a punch on offense.
Rebeca Pazo is the backbone of
the Owls offense. She averages

attack percentage. Olaya Pazo is
versatile when it comes to attacking her opponents. She averages
2.34 kills per game and has a .245
attack percentage.
Tulsa University has an overall record of 11-3. Tulsa is coming off a loss against Fresno
State. Sophomore outside hitter
Joyce Silva led Tulsa with 17 kills.
Silva is a transfer from Martin
Methodist College where she averaged 6.43 kills per game to lead
the nation. Senior middle hitter
Lindsay Eaves had 16 kills against
Fresno and has had 35 double fig-

ure ki!l matches during her career. Junior setter Evyn Bandy hit
a match high against Fresno with
30 digs. Bandy has had nine career double-doubles.
.
The Broncos look to prolong
their great start tonight against
Rice. The Broncos have one day
of rest on Friday before they play
Tulsa on Saturday. Homecoming
week is underway and the Bronco
volleyball team is ready to keep
the winning momentum alive.

:,11'5 final: Expos are mavingl, D.C
"

.,

BY PRUL
Knight

HRGEN

Ridder Newspepers

,;; The first sign that the situation
was getting out of hand was when
-a guy came onto the field with
"a shovel and started digging up
'home plate.
;; The trouble was that the game
, wasn't over yet.
It was Sept. 30, 1971, at Robert F.
, Kennedy Stadium in Washington,
· less than two weeks after major league owners met in Boston
and approved the transfer of the
·Senators' franchise to Arlington,

~ Problem-soloing
sessionsfor students in
math 147 6 math 175

1

~ led by juniors
and seniors

. .Texas.
,,, So that night's game against
·.the Yankees was the end of an
..era. Everybody in the announced
-crowd of 14,460 knew it. And they
,weren't happy.
-" "We knew something was go"ing to happen. You could tell.
;,There was something in the air,"
.recalled Joan Flanagan, who then
-worked for traveling secretary
"and public relations director Burt
-Hawkins. "And when they hung
., (owner) Bob Short in effigy, we
REALLYknew."
-, In fact, back then, franchise
:.relocatlons weren't uncommon.
'3he Senators' move would be the
',10th shift in just 18 seasons. The
«St. Louis Browns had become the
"Baltimore Orioles in 1954. The
.Brooklyn Dodgers and New York
, Giants moved to Los Angeles and
::San Francisco, respectively, in
1958. The Boston Braves went to
Milwaukee in 1953 and moved

WRSHINGTON,DC -- In a home run for baaebell m Weshlngton DC, Meyor Rnthony
IIhlllems holds e press conference
to announce the moue of the Montreel Expos
Besebell teel1! to Weshlngton In 2005.

~ It's fREE!
no registration
y = Y2at2

following season.
At the time the Senators left for
Texas, manypeoplein Washington
assumed they would shortly get a
new team.
It didn't happen that way, of
course. But now it appears that
baseball has come full circle.
When the relocated and renamed
Montreal Expos open next season,
they are expected to play their
first home game at RFKStadium,
on the same field where the curtain fell so ingloriously on the
Washington Senators more than
33 years earlier.

again, to Atlanta, in 1966. The
Philadelphia Athletics packed
up for Kansas City in 1955 then
bounced again to Oakland in
1968. The original Washington
Senators became the Minnesota
Twins in 1961. An expansion team
called the Seattle Pilots in 1969
became the Milwaukee Brewers a
year later.
So when the Montreal Expos
played the Florida Marlins
Wednesday
night
at Stade
Olympique, it was be the first
time in 33 years that a team had
taken the field knowing that it
will most likely be playing all its
home games in a different city the
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can be picked up at The Arbiter

Applications must be submitted to
Brad Arendt, The Arbiter,
1910 University Dr., Boise, 1083725
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Orioles aren't going,.
to-National League
,

American League team," Angelos
said.
"We've done very well
The Beltlmore Sun
against the Boston Red Sox this
BALTIMORE-- Even if the vag- year, and the Yankees are next on
abond Montreal Expos end up in the list."
downtown Washington -- which , Even if Major League Baseball
looks more and more likely every overrides the Orioles' objections
and projects the Expos into RFK
day - the Baltimore Orioles aren't
Stadium next season without a
going anywhere,
suitable compensation package?
They aren't going to the
"We're still going to make the
National League, and they aren't
next move," Angelos said. "We're -.
going to downshift when it finally appears they finally might be getting closer and closer. We'vf;
moving in the right direction in had too many bad years. We owe
It to the fans."
'
the American League East.
This has to be music to their
Owner Peter Angelos made that
crystal cleat Monday,' even as he ears. The Orioles signed Miguel
Tejada, .Iavy Lopez and Rafael
conceded for the first time there
I\lIT I'IW11lGRAPII BY STEPII>N It GIlWtL1JDJU.AHDG SENTIlIEL
Palmeiro last winter to beef up
might
be
a
formula
that
allows
the gresp or Clemson Imebecker
the offensive lineup. The front of:.
the Expos to land in the District
Cempbell Stedlum on Seturdey
fice held off on free-agent pitchof Columbia without turning
ing because the market wasn't
miss a summer workout."
the Orioles into a small-market
right and the organization needCastillo and offensive tackle
team.
Ray Willis did meet with Sexton
Lee Mazzilli speculated on ed to find out about several top
prospects.
'
. several weeks ago to tell him that
Sunday that the team might
The next step is to bring in
he needed to be ready to play if
benefit from switching to' the
at least one front-line starting
Rix were injured. .
National League.
pitcher from outside the organiAnd those problems have been
Not going to happen.
zation. Two would be better. The
corrected, Bowden said.
Nervous fans and anxious
Orioles also need another catcher
Now it's timefor Sexton to cretalk-show callers are wonderate his own Identity.
ing if the growing prospect of a and one more big bat to complete
"I'd say if you don't believe
second team in the region will the transformation from seventhat Wyatt is a good quarterback
cause Angelos to shy away from year sub -,500 team to potential
2005 playoff contender.
and a great athlete, you need to
the expensive free-agent pitchers
"He has made a commitment
check out the spirals and the
who might turn the Orioles into a
to the organization and the city,"
throwshe can make and see the
playoff team next year.
said Mazzilli, "and he has lived
gun on the kid," Willis said.
Not a chance.
After three solid quarters of
There is one team that Angelos up to that."
The Orioles would have to run
play over the weekend against
wants to upend even more than
the table to finish above ..500
Clemson, Sexton is well on his
the ' theoretical
Washington
way to proving critics wrong.
Expos, and he won't be able to do this year, but there is no question this is a better, more exciting
"I want to be my own person,"
that in the other league.
team than the one that limped
he said. "I think I deserve that."
"The Orioles have been an
American League team for 50 to dismal finishes in 2002 and
'03. If you doubt that, you might
years, and they will remain an
check with the Red Sox, who have
beaten them just six times in 15
games and have to warm up for
. their wild-card playoff run with
four games in Baltimore this
weekend.
'lbr ull/'h/n{7s sacred and wise·
"If it wasn't for us, the Red Sox
might be right up there with the
Yankees," Angelos said.
That's
why Angelos was
scratching his head when he
read Mazzilli's comments about
the Orioles switching leagues.
He may not like the fact that the
Yankees have dominated the AL
2005
East for most of the time that he
has owned the club, but' he isn't
3601 Overland :R-d.
about to abandon the fight.
,
Boise. ID 83705
"We want to be right where
(208) 333'(}831
we are," Angelos said. "We want
to compete against those tW0
Open: Mon - Sat toam to Zpm, Sun Ilam to Spm
teams."
He hasn't given up on the possibility the deal to put the Expos
in Washington might fall apart,
which would make it that much
easier to pump up nextyear's pay~
roll. But he chafes at the notion
that the threat of a second team
in the region has diminished his desire to build a winner.
"Absolutely not, the plan is still
in effect,"Angelos said. "The next
phase is this fall. .Going into next
season, we want to be right on the
heels of the Yankees and the Red
Sox or right in their faces."
BY PETER SCHMUCK
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TALLAHASSE , Fla. - Off the
football field, quarterback Wyatt
Sexton considers himself a laidback person, but one particular
perception of him practically
makes the hair stand up on the
back of his neck.
It's the notion that Florida
State offered him a football
scholarship only because his
father, Billy Sexton, coaches the
Semmoles' running backs. __
"I've never really gotten that
from too many people that have
ever seen me play," the younger
Sexton said. "It was more people who had never seen me play
and knew that I wasn't the most
physical specimen and/or questioned my ability because when I
came in Iwas only IB5 pounds."
Now, however, Sexton will
have his best opportunity to
prove any doubters wrong.
Florida State Coach Bobby
Bowden announced
Monday
that Sexton, a third-year sophomore, wiil start at quarterback
for the Seminoles this Saturday
against North Carolina.
Chris Rix, the incumbent
starter, suffered a hlgh-ankle
sprain against Clemson last
Saturday and may miss two or
more weeks because of the injury, Bowden said.
If he plays well, Sexton could
retain the starting job even after
Rix fully recovers. When asked
how he will choose a starting
quarterback once Rix regains

his mobility, Bowden said, "We'll
just worry about that when it
comes. I really don't know what
we'll do at that time."
On a superficial level, Sexton'
looks far too young and fragile to play quarterback for the
nation's ninth-ranked team. He
only turned 20 years old in July,
and at 6 feet 3 and 206 pounds.
many observers understandably
wonder whether he could safely
absorb a hit from a 300-pound
offensive lineman. He does not
look like a typical Division I-A
quarterback.
'
Yet Sexton, a communication
studies major, defies stereotype
offthe field, too.
He loves to play amodern steel
acoustic guitar and an electric
guitar, as well as an. electric
keyboard. After compiling a 4.0
grade-point average at Leon
High in Tallahassee, he has
earned a 3.77 GPAso far in college, FSU officials said.
He grew up as a die-hard
Seminoles fan. His father-himself a former quarterback at
Alabama before transferring to
FSU for his senior season-became a full-time member of
the Seminoles coaching staff in
1979.
Sexton is close to his father,
but they do not talk about football off the field. Billy Sexton believes his son should be coached
by FSU quarterbacks
coach
Daryl Dickey.
"When you are in coaching,
you're away from your family
a lot-your wife and your chil-

FSU quarterback
Wyett Sewton euedes
Leroy HIli durmg geme actrnn at Ooak
dren," Billy told the Sentinel in

March. "I've just had a chance
to be around my son more in the
last two years, even though Idid
get out to watch him play Little
League baseball and high school
football and stufflike that.
Therehavebeentimes, though,
when Sexton has been too easygoing for his coaches' liking. The
coaches want Sexton to improve
his tempo during practice. They
also have expressed concern
that he has been late to meetings
on occasion. He did miss FSU's
annual postseason football banquet and attended a University
of Florida basketball game with
friends, he said, because he forgot about the banquet.
"I think that's blown out of
,proportion," Sexton said. "I've
been late to one meeting and I
was late to one practice. I didn't
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746 W. Main St. - 388-1900

Books ~ Stones
MusIc ~ Gifts
MagIcal Supplies
we have your
cafenders

WE DEUVERI

Don't surrender
to HUNGERm
Counter-attack with a
delicious PIT Am
$1.00 OFF or
FREEDELIVERY
Open 11-3a.m.

Mon-Thurs, 11-4a.m. Fri/Sat
Noon-3a.m. Sunday
Deliveries stop 30 minutes before closing
Must mention coupon when ordering
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Announcing a NfJW Petfonriance Series Presented
by Boise Stale UniversitY Student Union
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Forget 'he monthly bUI palll Because lor leu money, you eon be driving a
Delhi - going easy on 'he environment, 90nin9 cheap insurance, preferred
parking, and a WOrTOllly, tool How cool il ~ And oh, yeah; I(s a Oe<bi YA>ot the wOOd it riamg. Tesldriveonekldryl M"~~

Special Events Cehter
FREE- no ticket necessary/ S~/al rIift to our community to
introduce this seriesl Book SigningImmediately after lecture

Check out the rest of our season .....
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.Arbiter classified advertisements are free to students.
Classified ads may be place three ways:
email: classifieds@arbiteronline.com
phone: 345-8204 x 100
or stop by the office at 1605 University Drive
(across from the SUB).
.
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MOBILE HOME
Tor sale. 935 sq.ft: 3bd/
'Iba $10,500 call Bryanor
'Gina 345-2712
'1993 MERCUY TOPAZ
.Good Condition. $1250
·obo. call 375-8538 or
283-1316
2001 VW Jettal Fully loaded. 28-36 mpg.
26,000 miles. Manual
Trans. Only 14,OOO!Call
Dave at 371-4639.
6mo. Fem. Black Lab
w/papers sweet lovable
house-broken, spayed wi .
,shots. Good w/kids, cats
dogs. $300 841-7561
Dual Reclining Couch
w/matching
reclining
'chair, Dark green, great
'cond, $90 obo! Must sell!
call 869-3577
MUST SELL! 1980
'Chevy Pickup 3/4 ton,
129k miles, 2wd, runs
good. $700 obo
Call 658-0628
QueenlKing mattress &
box spring $50. Frames
$30. 322-2422
1973

Conveniently Located
StoragePLUS offers a
Limited Time
SPECIAL
$1 Moves you IN!
Call for Details

343-6161

$$$
, JOBS

PrivateLiving
Areas& Bath
SharedCommonAmenities

$250 to $500 a week.Will
trainto workathomehelp"
L...J
,jog the US Government
F roommate Wanted, file HUD/FHA mortgage
Private bath. Easy access refunds. No expo necesto freeway. Rent negotia- sary. Call toll free 1-866ble. Call 703-5334
537-2907
Female Roommate share
3bd/2.5ba duplex ACI
DWIWD brdwy/targee 4«fi"'ji,S'i'fi'iYiiM'D
$284+ 1/3 util avail II/I
Looking/or
call 230-8671/659-0172
Jobs while you are a
Huge 2bd/2ba wi large
deck over-looking awe.
student, Career
some view of Loggers
creek & Parkcenterpond.
Opportunities, or
Ski lodge setting. close
Internships?
to BSU. Must see. Tisha
·386-9518
Free job-referral
N End Ibed/lbnth apt.
very spacious, gas heat,
service
frplc, shared laundry, no
2bd/2ba 900sq ft Condo pets. All uti!. pd but elec.
Click BroncoJobs
'SE Boise, WID, fireplace, $450/mth. Call IPM @
at http://
'storage, no-smoking/pets. 384-1193.2418 Madison
career.bolsestate.edu
$675 869-2545
'-:ffff)e ~Q},1ad:,~olJ.
;2BD/2BAw/garage, WID
GET PAIDA GUARAN,DW, 1006S. Wilson $795 .,;",.' tfJi? 'PLlrk'
TEED $2,500US EVERY
,incls/tAvaillO/I Call602MONTH TO START!In9501 jcnjoncs@cableone.
Affordable
ternational company now
net
Furnished Housing
hiring people between the
Off-Campus
Available Now! SE
ages of 18to 25 to work pi
'Boise, 3 Bd/2 Ba, 5 min.
t! Visit:www.coyfs.com/
to campus. $800+dep.
Starting at $295/mo.
support.htrnlfor complete
3618 Law Ave. Call 433details.
EVERGREEN SUITES 384-1600

BroncoJobs

'.<

'0634/599-0510.

MOlltllly Move ill
Specials!

Includes all utilities, cable!

Affordable
Downtown
Uving
Newly Built .
1&2 Bedrooms
$515 to $475
• Elevator:

• ' • Dltr:clfyacrossfrom Wince
• U·[[our flllleJ!J room
• Busine .. ennln,
• Secured
eell

ACCf!J$

Part-time graphic artist
for advertising company.
Work from your offic~
or ours. Sub-contract or
hourly, Fax resume to
375-8989 or call 3458411/703-1005
Put Your PC To Work
$25.75/1ir- ptlft
full
'training provided. Call
(800)704-5427
www.
wisedreams.coml
?refid=cp

HDO, com puler lab. Open 7
days a week.

Legitimate Residual Income Opportunity NO
home parties, NO product
re-selling req. T/F 1-866468-6561x812

We need enthusiastic
individualswith
excellentverbalskills
to work20-40
hoursper week.
DESIGN YOUR OWN
SCHEDULE
EVENING and WEEKEND
HOURS AVAILABLE

• Paid training
• Casual Environment
• Fle.lbla Schedula

$8.00/hour

Please callfor
moreinformation

658-4888

FTIPTOpenings
Flexible Schedules
Great Resume Exp.
$12. guar. base·appl.
Customer Sales/Service
No expo Necessal)'IWe Train
Scholarships Possible

%$":~J

331.2820

::3f{

CallM·TH 9·4
Conditions apply
AllugBslB+

.

«'X
, s,'

YOU CAN BECOME an
Advertiser & make easy
money in your city. Visit
www.iwannadatecd.com
and apply now! Or get
date cards for yourself.

~:lil1ltusat:"'
-.,:;.
CfY!cPlazaAp;lrtments:com

ACROSS
1 Sharif or Epps
5 Curving
courses
9 Exhibitions
14 Turn toward
15 Gooey stuff
16 Of hearing
17 Kermit, for one
18 Fixed charge
19 Longtime pal
20 Believer in free
will
·23 Flummox
25
Roberts
University
26 Away from the
prow
29 New Jersey city
31 Miller or
Jackson
33 Go-between.
34 Actress Daly
36 M. Descartes
37 Be
as it
may ...
39 Strong
inclination
41 to-speed ride
44 College pad
46 Staggers
50 Type of shower
52 Not in residence
54 Metal container
55 "Thief" star
57 Costello's
straight man
58 The Boss
61 Sneeze sound
63 Fruit with green
pulp
64 Cup brims
67 Cuts of pork
68 Jack Sprat's
diet
69 Tropical root
70 Runs easily
71 Work units
72 Singer Phoebe

..

I

8 Primitive
weapon
9 Easy
10 Charismatic
glow.
11 Ancient period
12 Managed
13 Slightly shifty
21 Nativity
22 More scarce
23 Mineral spring
24 Playground
pastime
27 Half a sawbuck
28 Kickoff aid
30 Sg!. Snorkel's
dog
32 Strings of
parks
DOWN
35 Desensitized
1 _ and running
38 '50s candidate
2 Besmirch
Stevenson
3 Devoted follower 40 Diving bird
4 SUbjected to
41 Eng. channel
rigid order
42 Author Levin
5 Comes to terms
43 Family ties
6 Laugh loudly
45 Having longer,
7 Fluffy
slender limbs

Room for rent mlf 18-23
North end. Own room wi
walk-in closet share baths
DW WID high spd internet. No-smoke inside.

"

47 Certain English
schoolboy
48 Permit to
49 Ready to go
51 Spanning
53 Smooth, shiny
fabrics

56 Leg joint
'59 Corn concoction
60 Stolen money
61 Every last one of
62 Talk baby talk
65 In favor of
66 Boar's mate

$275850-3226/869-1314
1700

Entertainment
Ave
Boise,10 83706
(208) 373-4969

By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services
Today's Birthday (Sept.
30). You're full of ideas this
year, so focus on finding new
sources of income. You can
find a new way of saving,
too, and greatly increase your
reserves.

Taurus (April20-May 20)
Today is a 5 - You're gaining
strength and determination,
and this is a positive thing.
Convince a thoughtless person
to consirier feelings more.
Offer helpful examples.

..

Solutions

Pick up applications
Sun. - Thurs. 2 - 4

Aries (March 21-AprilI9)
Today is a 7 - Money's coming
in, possibly for work already
done. It's not the result of
gambling; that's a good way
to lose it all. It might be a
rebate or coupon for saving on
something you'd buy anyway.
Check the papers.

••

09130/04

@2004Tribune Media Servlces,lnc.
All rlghta reserved.

336-8787

da,'~canl6aay ;L':,7

344-7400 ' :,',

Crossword

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 9 - It'll be hard to .
find any time to spend on your
favorite amusements. You've
got a stack of stuff to do for
somebody else, it seems. Don't
whine. Just make arrangements
for doing what you want on
Sunday.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 6 - If you had to
make a substitution due to
financial restraints, nobody
needs to know. Those who do
will just think you're smart.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 6 - Don't be
dismayed if you run up against
a solid wall. This is why you're
studying to find a way around,
or over, or under, You live for
impenetrable objects.
Virgo (~ug. 23·Sept. 22)
Today is a 5 - Paying back a
debt frees you from a sense
of obligation. Don't let this
new freedom go to your head,
though. Use it responsibly.
Libra (Sept. 23·0ct. 22)
Today is an 8 - The money you
have stashed away isn't quite
enough to fulfill all of your
fantasies and somebody else's
too. Everything is best done in
moderation.
Scorpio (Oct. 23·Nov. 21)
Today is a5 - A feeling of
calm and certainty should'be
overtaking you by now. Don't
relax your vigilance, however.
There are still battles to be

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is an 8 - Work's
required, and access to distant
allies is blocked. Don't rely
on those who are far away to
come to your rescue. Call upon
the folks nearby.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jao. 19)
Today is a 6 - Tempers cool,
and it gets easier to find a
compromise that everyone can
live with. Be thankful, and
move quickly to get the whole
thing down in writing.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is an 8 - Although your
imagination is wandering,
home is where you should be.
Your vision is not ready to
launch yet. Heed a loved one's
criticism, too.
Pisces (Feb. 19·March 20)
Today is a 5 - This is a good
day for studying, and finances
is a good subject. Don't be
afraid to be wealthy; you do
it very well. Figure out what
needs to be done, and then
figure out how to do it.
(c):ID4,1RIBUNEMEDIASERVKl'SINC.

Distributed by Knight Ridderl
Tribune Information Services.
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